The EMBARC European Bronchiectasis Registry: protocol for an international observational study
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ABSTRACT Bronchiectasis is one of the most neglected diseases in respiratory medicine. There are no approved therapies and few large-scale, representative epidemiological studies.

The EMBARC (European Multicentre Bronchiectasis Audit and Research Collaboration) registry is a prospective, pan-European observational study of patients with bronchiectasis. The inclusion criterion is a primary clinical diagnosis of bronchiectasis consisting of: 1) a clinical history consistent with bronchiectasis; and 2) computed tomography demonstrating bronchiectasis. Core exclusion criteria are: 1) bronchiectasis due to known cystic fibrosis; 2) age <18 years; and 3) patients who are unable or unwilling to provide informed consent.

The study aims to enrol 1000 patients by April 2016 across at least 20 European countries, and 10 000 patients by March 2020. Patients will undergo a comprehensive baseline assessment and will be followed up annually for up to 5 years with the goal of providing high-quality longitudinal data on outcomes, treatment patterns and quality of life. Data from the registry will be available in the form of annual reports, and will be disseminated in conference presentations and peer-reviewed publications.

The European Bronchiectasis Registry aims to make a major contribution to understanding the natural history of the disease, as well as guiding evidence-based decision making and facilitating large randomised controlled trials.

Introduction

Bronchiectasis has historically been an under-researched and under-resourced condition, sometimes described as an "orphan disease" [1, 2]. There has been minimal research into bronchiectasis over the last decades in contrast to other areas such as chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) and cystic fibrosis [3–5]. Unfortunately, the treatment of bronchiectasis remains largely based on expert opinion, unsupported by high-quality evidence [6–8]. Much of our current practice is extrapolated from COPD, cystic fibrosis or other respiratory infections.

The prevalence of bronchiectasis is significantly higher than the European Medicines Agency definition of an orphan disease (five cases in 10 000). Data from the UK show a prevalence of 125.7 cases per 100 000 person-years in 2013, a rate that has almost doubled in a decade from 2004 [9]. Data from Germany show a prevalence of 67 per 100 000 [10]. These differences are likely to reflect underlying differences in how healthcare systems collect administrative data, as well as physician awareness of the disease. Hospital admissions and mortality from bronchiectasis are also rising in Europe and in the USA [11–13]. Therefore, bronchiectasis is placing an increasing burden on healthcare systems internationally, suggesting an urgent need for better treatments and better clinical care, and for clinical and translational research into this condition [14].

Recent years have seen a welcome increase in interest in the disease, described as "the age of bronchiectasis" [15], but despite this, there have been few longitudinal or cross-sectional studies in well characterised populations of patients with bronchiectasis [15]. The heterogeneity of the disease, and its different epidemiology across Europe and various parts of the world, make single-centre or single-country studies hard to generalise [16, 17]. This has translated into difficulties in the development of new treatments, as a number of bronchiectasis clinical trials have failed to meet their primary end-point, failed to recruit patients to target or have been unable to define the optimal target population [18–21]. More data on the epidemiology of the disease are needed, but to give truly meaningful and generalisable results, studies need to enrol several thousand patients encompassing the aetiological, clinical, microbiological and international heterogeneity of the condition.

The European Respiratory Society (ERS) contributes to the coordination of activities in respiratory medicine across Europe through funding of Clinical Research Collaborations (CRCs), pan-European, multicentre networks of principal investigators aiming to advance science and clinical research within a specific disease area (www.ersnet.org/ers-funding/clinical-research-collaboration.html). The European Multicentre Bronchiectasis Audit and Research Collaboration (EMBARC) was established as an ERS CRC with the objective of developing a European Bronchiectasis Registry and bringing researchers together internationally to drive improvements in clinical research, clinical care and education. This article describes the protocol for the EMBARC European Bronchiectasis Registry, an open, pan-European registry of patients with clinically significant bronchiectasis.

Study objectives

The objectives of the study are:

- to develop a pan-European, multicentre bronchiectasis registry incorporating baseline data collection with annual follow-up data for at least 5 years;
• to describe the demographics, comorbidities, aetiology, medication usage, resource consumption, exacerbations, microbiology, severity and prognosis of bronchiectasis across Europe (in summary, a comprehensive description of characteristics and burden of this disease across the continent);
• to facilitate multinational cooperation, within and outwith Europe; and
• to facilitate the creation of national registries in European countries that currently do not have a bronchiectasis research infrastructure.
The project as a whole also aims to ensure the needs and experiences of people with bronchiectasis across Europe inform all EMBARC activities. This has been achieved through the creation of a patient advisory group (PAG) and inclusion of PAG representatives on the EMBARC steering group. The EMBARC network is an open collaboration: anyone with an interest in bronchiectasis can join and take part in network activities.

Methods and design of the EMBARC registry

Study design
The registry is a multicentre, prospective, observational cohort study enrolling consecutive adult patients with bronchiectasis across Europe. The study is noninterventional. Patients are managed according to their local procedures and policies with no interference from the study team. Patients give informed consent to participate and data are collected at baseline (recruitment) as described below. This includes comprehensive data across the following domains: demographics; comorbidities; aetiological testing; lung function; exacerbations; disease impact; quality of life (QoL); microbiology; radiology; and treatment and physiotherapy.

The study is set in primary and secondary care settings reflecting differences in how bronchiectasis is managed in different European countries. The study received central ethical approval from the Multicentre Research Ethics Committee in the UK on January 8, 2015 (14/SS/1101) and the study is sponsored by the University of Dundee, Dundee, UK. The study website is located at www.bronchiectasis.eu. The registry was developed in accordance with recommendations on the design, implementation, governance and long-term sustainability of disease registries in the European Union (EU), as proposed by the EPIRARE (European Platform for Rare Disease Registries) consortium and EUCERD [22, 23].

Participants
Patients should have a primary diagnosis of bronchiectasis, and meet the following inclusion and exclusion criteria. The inclusion criteria of this study are:
• a clinical history consistent with bronchiectasis (cough, chronic sputum production and/or recurrent respiratory infections); and
• computed tomography of chest demonstrating bronchiectasis (bronchial dilatation) affecting one or more lobes.

The exclusion criteria are:
• bronchiectasis due to known cystic fibrosis;
• age <18 years; and
• patients who are unable or unwilling to provide informed consent.

The exclusion criteria are deliberately sparse and the inclusion criteria broad to allow inclusion of a large and varied population representative of real-life bronchiectasis management across Europe.

Radiological bronchiectasis may be a common finding in the asymptomatic elderly or may be an incidental finding in other respiratory disorders such as COPD [24–26]. For the avoidance of doubt, patients with radiological bronchiectasis but without clinical symptoms and a physician diagnosis of clinically significant bronchiectasis will not be included in the study. This includes exclusion of patients with radiological bronchiectasis due to traction in interstitial lung disease where there is not a clinical diagnosis of bronchiectasis. The study also does not include patients who have undergone lung or heart–lung transplantation.

Identification and recruitment
Patients may be identified and recruited from outpatient clinics, specialist hospital clinics or in a primary care setting. An online survey conducted prior to the start of the study (n=282 hospitals) suggested that patients with bronchiectasis are managed in a number of different settings. 52% of centres had a specialist bronchiectasis clinic, while 9.7% managed patients within a cystic fibrosis service. The remaining centres managed their patients in a general respiratory outpatient clinic. The study will include patients in all of these settings as the objective is to get a representative picture of bronchiectasis management and epidemiology in Europe.
Follow-up

Study participants will then enter follow-up data for patients on an annual basis (±3 months) to give longitudinal data on changes in medication, exacerbation frequency, lung function, hospital admissions and survival data (figure 1). Linkage to electronic health records with patient consent will also be used where such resources are available at a national level.

Data collection, variables and definitions

Data will be collected in three distinct fields. 1) Baseline study entry: the basic dataset for recruitment of patients into the study. 2) Annual review form: follow-up data completed for each year of the study, indicating yearly exacerbation frequency, hospitalisations and survival status. 3) There is also an exacerbation substudy being conducted in a small number of sites collecting detailed information at the time of an acute exacerbation. A complete listing of registry fields is contained in the supplementary material.

The data fields have been developed and agreed following an exhaustive consultation process with stakeholders throughout Europe and in collaboration with the US and Australian registries [27]. The dataset will allow a number of ancillary studies to be proposed by investigators. Participants will be asked, on an optional basis, to provide consent for future contact with regard to taking part in clinical trials and studies. The network is intended to serve as a platform to engage researchers and facilitate collaborations around Europe. A screenshot of the data collection platform is shown in figure 2.

Quality of life

The registry uses the “Quality of Life – Bronchiectasis” questionnaire version 3.1 [28]. An automatic calculator tool is incorporated into the registry platform to aid calculation. This is used as it is the only disease-specific QoL tool that has been validated for bronchiectasis. It was developed using US Food and Drug Administration guidance on patient-reported outcomes, and is separated into multiple domains including physical functioning, role functioning, vitality, emotional functioning, social functioning, treatment burden, health perceptions and respiratory symptoms. Translations have been made available in 30 languages (www.psy.miami.edu/qol_b/translations.phtml) [27].

Exacerbations

The definition of exacerbation is debated and therefore, for pragmatic reasons, the registry defines exacerbation as an acute deterioration in the patient’s condition resulting in a physician diagnosis of exacerbation and the prescription of systemic antibiotics [6]. Severe exacerbations will be defined by British Thoracic Society criteria as an exacerbation requiring hospital admission [6]. The database will also capture emergency department visits for exacerbations that do not result in hospital admission [6].
Sputum colour
Sputum colour is evaluated using a validated, photographic sputum colour chart that rates colour from 1 (mucoid) to 4 (highly purulent) [29].

Aetiology
The aetiology of bronchiectasis is determined by the physician caring for the patient. Extensive data are collected on the aetiological testing performed, based on the testing recommended by consensus guidelines and, therefore, the underlying basis for an aetiological diagnosis is collected and can be validated [6].

Lung function
Raw values of height, weight, and post-bronchodilator forced expiratory volume in 1 s and forced vital capacity are recorded, allowing different equations for predicted values to be used as appropriate. Spirometry is performed according to American Thoracic Society/ERS standards [30].

Severity of disease
All of the variables required to calculate validated severity tools for bronchiectasis are recorded, such as history of hospital admissions, Medical Research Council dyspnoea score and radiological extent of disease. The database incorporates an automatic calculator for the Bronchiectasis Severity Index [17].

Chronic obstructive pulmonary disease
There is a reported association between COPD and bronchiectasis, but whether COPD is a cause of bronchiectasis and how to differentiate the two conditions is not clearly defined [31–33]. The dataset will capture both the physician diagnosis of COPD, and also the smoking history (current, ex- or never-smoker plus pack-years smoked) and the presence of airflow obstruction by spirometry, allowing a careful dissection of the relationships between these parameters.

Microbiology
Data are collected on any lower respiratory tract specimen (spontaneous, induced sputum or bronchoalveolar lavage) when clinically stable and during exacerbation [34]. A recent publication has highlighted different definitions of chronic colonisation but for the purposes of the study, colonisation is defined as two positive samples at least 3 months apart while clinically stable [34]. The database will also record antibiotic susceptibility testing. *Pseudomonas aeruginosa* has a strong association with morbidity and mortality that is consistent across multiple datasets [35–37]. Therefore, the database will collect specific data on the management of *P. aeruginosa*, which will include any historical isolation of *P. aeruginosa*, phenotype (mucoid versus nonmucoid) and the use of *Pseudomonas* eradication treatment.

Radiology
Complex radiological scoring is difficult to implement in an international multicentre registry. The modified Reiff score, which incorporates simple parameters of the degree of dilatation and the number of...
lobes involved, has been shown to correlate with mortality and hospital admissions in bronchiectasis, and is used in the study [17, 38].

Treatments
Details are recorded on a large number of treatment variables including all inhaled and oral therapies, antibiotics, mucoactive drugs and anti-inflammatories. Comprehensive data on physiotherapy practice is also recorded along with vaccination status. Treatment options will be regularly updated as new therapies complete randomised trials and become available during the course of the study.

Quality control
The database incorporates automated logic checks to prevent out-of-range values being entered or to feed back warnings to users when data are out of range. Each case entered into the registry is manually verified by a member of the study team and data queries are resolved with the study site. Cases with missing data or unresolved queries will be rejected to ensure only the highest quality data are retained in the registry. Source data verification and random audit will also be conducted at study sites.

Sample size
The sample has been determined empirically and set at a target of 8 000–10 000 patients by March 2020. A short-term target of 1000 patients in the first year of the project (up to April 2016) has been set. Representativeness is an important objective of the registry, and therefore we aim to include patients from a minimum of 20 European countries (figure 3). A clear objective of the registry is to make it sustainable over the long term. The study therefore aims to expand beyond these targets as resource permits.

Governance, oversight and data sharing
The registry is held securely in the University of Dundee Health Informatics Centre and anonymised data will be accessible to researchers throughout Europe, using the Safe Haven model (www.scot-ship-toolkit.org.uk/information-page/ship-safe-havens). This is a virtual desktop that allows secure data access and data analysis but prevents copying or downloading of data, thereby ensuring complete data security. Active investigators and other stakeholders will have unrestricted access to their own data. Requests to analyse the database as a whole will be managed by submission of a study protocol to the EMBARC scientific committee. The EMBARC registry is committed to open data sharing and the scientific committee operates on the basis that no reasonable request for data should be rejected. Full details regarding data access are reported on the EMBARC website (https://www.bronchiectasis.eu/dataaccess).

The study is conducted in accordance with the principles of Good Clinical Practice. A favourable ethical opinion is obtained by each partner site from the appropriate research ethics committee or institutional review board, where required. Additionally, any other necessary approvals required by partner sites are obtained prior to commencement of the study at each site. All patients must provide written informed consent to participate.

Study results will be disseminated in the form of annual reports, conference abstracts and peer-reviewed publications. The EMBARC study group will follow the International Committee of Medical Journal Editors recommendations regarding authorship.

**Patient involvement**

EMBARC is working closely with the European Lung Foundation (ELF) (www.europeanlung.org), which was founded by the ERS in 2000 with the aim of bringing together patients and the public with respiratory professionals to positively influence lung health. The design of the registry and EMBARC activities has been informed by review and feedback from patients and patient groups. ELF and EMBARC have ensured ongoing patient involvement in the network through the creation of a PAG comprised of people with bronchiectasis and those affected by bronchiectasis, such as a parent, partner or child of someone with bronchiectasis. There are currently 38 members across 10 European countries and ELF aims to recruit members from additional countries. Three members of this advisory group were selected to participate in the steering group of the bronchiectasis registry and will liaise with the group to ensure that the views of the group as a whole are represented (the job description for the steering committee role is included in the supplementary material). This approach embeds patients’ views and priorities in the activities of the bronchiectasis network and the registry project.

A further outcome of this patient–professional collaboration will be to produce practical and reliable, medically accurate information resources in multiple languages via a codesigned patient website, and involve the patients in the development of planned educational resources.

**Future studies**

The EMBARC network has been developed to provide a platform for future international multicentre clinical trials and the first such trials are expected to begin in early 2016. In addition, the EMBARC platform has been developed to allow investigator-initiated ancillary studies and to support patient registries in countries outside Europe. EMBARC will make the registry platform available in Asia, Australasia and other continents to produce a harmonised dataset for international comparisons. The burden of bronchiectasis is not limited to adults, and future developments of the registry may seek to address bronchiectasis in children and/or to collect additional data in specific subgroups of patients such as those with nontuberculous mycobacterial (NTM) disease [39, 40]. The development of the EMBARC registry has benefited greatly from collaborations with the US COPD Foundation Bronchiectasis and NTM registry and with the emerging registry in Australia.

In addition to its research focus, EMBARC will continue to promote multidisciplinary education and patient–professional collaboration in the field of bronchiectasis through its relationship with the ERS and ELF, with initiatives planned for 2016 to link to the publication of the ERS bronchiectasis guidelines.

**Discussion**

Disease registries have the potential to provide important insights into the natural history of disease, and to provide information required for health service planning, quality improvement and enrolment of patients into clinical trials [41].

Registries are essential in cases where diseases are sufficiently rare that epidemiological data cannot be provided by single-centre or even single-nation studies [42]. In developing the European Bronchiectasis Registry, we have followed guidance proposed in the EU and the extensive experience of the European Cystic Fibrosis Society Patient Register (ECFSPR), which has enrolled 30 000 patients across the continent [42]. Recommendations from the ECFSPR have been published and have informed the development of the present project [42]. These recommendations include defining a minimum required dataset, limiting as far as possible the burden on participants entering the data. Standardising definitions across participating sites is essential to ensure that data are consistent and has been a challenge for the ECFSPR.

This has been resolved in the EMBARC registry through the use of a shared data collection platform and standardised definitions across all studies sites. National registries have fully collaborated with the European registry, sharing the data collection platform and protocols to ensure fully compatible data for collaborative analysis. The data collection tool has been made freely available to national registry groups to facilitate this. Data quality is being rigorously ensured.
Bronchiectasis can no longer be regarded as a rare disease but remains neglected in the sense that there is a still a paucity of research data and there are no therapies licensed by regulatory authorities in Europe or the USA [41]. An improved understanding of the pathophysiology of bronchiectasis is needed in order to develop improved therapies, and registries can greatly enhance this kind of research by improving disease phenotyping and by linking to patient biobanks/biorepositories [43, 44].

Epidemiological studies are challenging because bronchiectasis is both a radiological disorder and a clinical disease. Administrative databases can provide important information on disease burden but may greatly underestimate the true incidence where bronchiectasis is frequently not recognised or misdiagnosed as COPD, but might also overestimate the prevalence of the disease if the radiological disorder is recorded without also requiring a clinical syndrome of cough, sputum production and respiratory infections [9–14]. Registries therefore provide an important adjunct to such data by providing higher quality phenotyping while also providing data in countries where administrative data is not available [45, 46].

Late-phase clinical trials in bronchiectasis have struggled to meet their primary end-points in recent years for a variety of reasons [18–21]. In some cases, this may reflect differences in the pathophysiology of the disease but may also reflect a lack of data on patient stratification, the natural history of the condition or simply a lack of patients available for recruitment. It is hoped that the registry can facilitate clinical trials by aiding identification of patients, and by providing high-quality data on patient stratification and prognosis.

The ultimate objective of the European Bronchiectasis Registry should be to provide high-quality research that can contribute to evidence-based guidelines and have an impact on patient care, both in Europe and internationally. Linked to the EMBARC project, the ERS recently approved bronchiectasis guidelines to be published in 2016. These will be the first international guidelines for the disease, following the important contribution made by national guidelines in the UK and Spain, and recently in Australia and New Zealand [6–8]. To date, these guidelines have been largely formulated on the basis of expert opinion, and it should be a key objective of the registry to produce new evidence that can change clinical practice and guideline recommendations.

Conclusion
The European Bronchiectasis Registry aims to recruit 10000 patients across 20 European countries by 2020 and, therefore, to provide the largest and most detailed analysis of the natural history and impact of bronchiectasis to date. A sustainable registry promises to make an important contribution to improving the outlook for this neglected disease.
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